The last retort
Get real

You find a lady clad in a filthy ragged coat. She
is holding onto something in her right hand and
flipping it at a regular pace. She is mumbling
something, almost as if chanting, and her eyes
are transfixed on something in front of her.
What separates her from what she is staring at is
a glass window.
The scene is not set in a Buddhist monastery
in Cambodia or a busy temple in India but in
a synthetic lab. The lady is a chemist wearing
a stained old lab coat, holding her lucky
charm and staring at the flask in her fume
cupboard, in a hope that her reaction works
this time.
Of course, no force of our minds can bend
the way the molecules in that flask will behave,
and nor will the lucky charm give us that
extraordinary power. Nevertheless, I’ve seen
many otherwise rational chemists fall for these
irrational desires.
When we are involved in any scientific
pursuit, we are expected to be rational. The
business of science will work only if there are
certain set rules by which we pick our way
through the empirical data, construct new
hypotheses and argue them. Rational thought
forms the basis of all that is science.
But when you spend long hours working
towards making something work by hook or by
crook (total synthesis of natural products), or
come across phenomena that you aren’t able
to explain (the reaction that only ever worked
once) a surprising number of us can’t help
but fall for such irrational behaviours despite
years of scientific training. At which point, the
relationship between science and rationality
becomes somewhat skewed.
We spend long hours debating the details of
how an electron would be transferred from one
atom to the other (reaction mechanisms) and
then end the discussion by saying, ‘touch wood,

at least we have the product’.
We meticulously plan our scientific strategies
ensuring that there are no logical loopholes
and then we take a holiday because we don’t
want to perform that critical reaction on
Friday the 13th.
We put in endless efforts to build molecules
with useful biological properties (drugs
like Taxol), and then opt for an old wives’
tale of a traditional remedy or, God forbid, a
homeopathic concoction when we suffer from
cold or flu-like symptoms.
We publish papers in internationally
renowned peer-reviewed journals, but we will
not send that draft to Nature today because a
black cat crossed the street on the way to the lab.
Rationality is that principle by which we act
to maximise the expected performance given all
the knowledge we possess. As a scientist, it pains
me to see other ‘scientists’ using the scientific
method in the planning of their experiments but
not in evaluating things in everyday life. When
confronted, they offer a range of equally lame
excuses: ‘how does it matter?’; ‘it’s essential
to separate my work from my life’; and even
‘it is not necessary that the way I think about
my experiments should also be the way I think
about everything else’.
It does matter. It matters because, as JeanMarie Lehn, winner of the 1987 Nobel prize in
chemistry, once said: every result you produce
adds a stone to this big construction called
science. If we build science in order to benefit
humanity, shouldn’t people use the scientific
way of thinking to benefit their own lives in the
process?
I shudder to think how future generations
might look back at our lives and chuckle at how
our irrationalities actually stopped us from
achieving the goals we would otherwise have
achieved.

Flashback

45 years ago in Chemistry in Britain
This year a School of Chemistry has been formed
at the new University of Bath with Professor
Bolland as the first Head of School. The buildings
are designed to cope initially with an annual
student intake of 40 to chemistry and 20 to process
chemistry.
Research at the new school includes oxygen–
halogen interactions, in particular between halides
and oxysalts, the use of nonaqueous solvents for
the preparation of inorganic compounds and the
stereochemistry of metal complexes.
In the field of organic chemistry, a study of
the reactions are synthesis of isoquinoline
compounds is being carried out, together with
the investigation of new routes to berbine and
benzo[c]phenanthridine ring skeletons. The
chemistry of arynes is also being studied with

emphasis on reactions of synthetic importance.
Physical chemistry includes the electroreduction
of organic compounds, electrodeposition from
melts, gas chromatography as an analytical tool and
moving-bed chromatography.
Ultimately the School of Chemistry should
have an undergraduate population of 320, with 60
postgraduates and a staff of 50, including four or
five professorial staff.
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Ed: Rehoused in purpose-built, state-of-the-art
laboratories in 2001, the chemistry department
at Bath has a number of internationally leading
research groups who undertake work in a diverse
range of areas including chemistry for sustainable
energy, catalysis in synthesis, materials chemistry,
computational chemistry and electrochemistry.
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